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I'm at a loss. I bought an iPhone 5s on Jan. 27, 2016. I paid for the phone in full without any apple finance charge. I activated the phone. I did everything for network activation but the network says it is unable to activate the device. Also, the phone is not showing up in Settings network
and also not in App Store but it was showing as active in the previous iPhone that I had previously gotten. Genuine 9.3 iPhone was purchased on 16 Jan 2016. Apple in store informed that it is working fine with 3G in India. Now when I go to 4g service it says that data speed is lower

than 3G. Should I report to T-Mobile as per your suggestion or what? I am using iphone 5s and i want to buy apple new iphone 5s plus and it says ATT is activation method needs ATT activation. I am using sierra wireless network in Dallas. I want to know can apple activated the iphone
in Dallas which is not activation method of ATT. so please help me to activate this ith phone. iPhone 4s was purchased on Feb. 10. BSNL issue new sim today for the old phone. The new sim is 4g only. The old phone already activated for 3g. So the old phone is not working anymore. I'm
trying to activate the old phone with new sim. The network shows only 3g symbol. What should I do? Hi, I bought iPhone 5s few days ago. I was using it with my old sim card before. I was not aware that the phone was purchased from a reseller in UK so I bought the phone without the
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our friend was amazed with his new iphone 11 pro, he was even more amazed
when he realized that he was still able to run the same apps and that everything
that he had been doing since he bought his iphone 11 pro months ago was still
working just fine. now the new ipad pro is here. it features a 9.7-inch ips display
and thinner bezels. unlike the iphone x, the iphone xs max does not feature a

glass back, it has a black aluminium frame and measures 26.81 mm thin. there
are three cameras on the back of the ipad pro, including a 12mp main camera, an
8mp wide-angle camera, and a 7mp depth sensor. the iphone xs, iphone xs max,

iphone xr and iphone xs max will be available for pre-order on 12 september
starting at 10 a.m. the iphone xr will be available in black, silver, and space gray.

the iphone xs max will be available in silver, black, and space gray, and the iphone
xr will be available in black and silver. the iphone xs max will start at $999 and the
iphone xr will start at $749, while the iphone xs will start at $999. check the price
of the iphone xs and iphone xs max on shopsavvy. shopsavvy is one of the largest

online electronics retailers that allows you to compare prices and find the best
deals online. shopsavvy also offers affordable mobile phone plans as well as plans
for home phone lines. shopsavvy also offers a free mobile phone handset re-cover
service to help protect your handset from damage and scratches. the iphone xs
and iphone xs max will be available for pre-order on 12 september starting at 10
a.m. the iphone xr will be available in black, silver, and space gray. the iphone xs

max will be available in silver, black, and space gray, and the iphone xr will be
available in black and silver. the iphone xs max will start at $999 and the iphone

xr will start at $749, while the iphone xs will start at $999. 5ec8ef588b
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